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Brought up in some of the remoter parts of Central Africa, David Lemon was sent away to

boarding school at a very early age. Bullied unmercifully and with his parents squabbling at

home, his only solace was wandering alone through the bush and spending hours with

elephants and other wild life.After a long police career, that early upbringing helped him survive

a number of improbable adventures in the African wilderness and three months before his

seventieth birthday, Lemon became the first man in recorded history to walk the length of the

Zambezi River.Having spent much of his life among wild elephants, he looks on them as

supreme examples of gentle humanity and puts his successes as an African adventurer down

to their calming influence.With twenty one books to his name, David Lemon now lives a quiet

life on Dartmoor where he gives talks on matters African and somewhat reluctantly accepts the

fact that his adventuring days are probably over.

We, her readers, are in Josie Penny’s debt for writing such a searingly honest memoir of a

Labrador Metis woman. -- The Compass.ca --This text refers to the paperback edition.About

the AuthorJosie Penny is the author of So few On Earth: A Labrador Métis Woman

Remembers, a dramatic personal story of growing up in an isolated Labrador community

surrounded by loving family, and how this was crushed by her experiences at residential

school. In 2011, Josie was nominated for the Atlantic Book Award for her first book. Having

triumphed over personal adversity, Josie is now a retired successful entrepreneur with a large,

loving family. She lives in Dunville, Ontario, Canada.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Learning from Elephants(a reluctant autobiography)David LemonGubbins BooksCopyright ©

2022 David LemonAll rights reservedNo part of this book may be reproduced, or stored in a

retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,

photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written permission of the

publisher.Cover design and formatting by: Gubbins BooksThis one has to be forShelagh

Beewho picked me up, soothed my ever restless spiritand gave me hope for a peaceful

future.Author's noteWhy do I say ‘reluctant’ you might ask? Surely everyone enjoys writing

about themselves? Yes, they probably do but too many authors - particularly political ones - lie

about themselves and their achievements, leaving out the nasty parts of their lives.Despite

repeated requests to do so, I have always avoided publicly delving into my own life and this

book was originally meant to be a loosely connected series of anecdotes about my

experiences in the African bush. They would be written to entertain, not impart information,

rather like stories around a dinner table or a camp fire in the bush.When I finally started to

write my stories down, I discovered that many of them needed explanations as to why and

when. So many of the reasons for my actions through life were deeply personal and I

eventually put it all together and the result was this book - a fully-fledged and completely

truthful autobiography. I have missed a great deal out but not tried to spare myself and I hope

you, the reader will forgive me and enjoy my bushveld memories.David

LemonAcknowledgementsAlthough this is my story, as always, many people helped in the

production of this book. My thanks go firstly to my proof readers, Bill Radcliffe and Shelagh

Brown and of course Beth Webster and Heather Chapman who read the manuscript and

advised on whether it could possibly develop into a book. Heather in particular helped in more

ways than she knows but she is our local librarian.Anita Harrington put me on to her uncle in

New Zealand who was a ‘white hunter’ in Kenya when I was a boy in that country and Miles

Harrison who spent forty years in Africa and with whom I shared some memorable meetings to

discuss the continent and the people we knew. Their views and comments certainly

helped.John Sharp, who probably knows more about the bush and animal behaviour than I

ever will, wrote the foreword and as always, my daughter in law Gillian Lemon who did the hard

work in transforming my random scribbling into an actual book. My son Graeme provided the

magnificent cover photograph, the use of which has cost me the princely sum of a beer.My

grateful thanks to you all.ForewordWhat drives a man to leave the warm and familiar comforts

of home and hearth and travel to an environment he knows will be fraught with peril and

discomfort, where even his basic needs - water and food - are less than assured? Not to reach

the peak of a mountain, cross an ocean, achieve some specific personal goal, but for no

particular reason. Why exchange civilised for wild, society for isolation, security for danger,

ease for physical demands? David Lemon travels to Africa and does this time and again, and

we have to ask, why?? What’s the reward?He does it because his soul thirsts for a kind of

peace rarely available in our daily lives. He walks out into the bush and immerses himself in

nature: for the feel of the sun on his face; the play of the wind carrying the scents of Africa, dust

or the promise of rain; the scurrying of insects and the rustlings of small creatures; the

blossoming of wild flowers; the snorts, barks, grunts and rumbles of wild game – allowing them

to take over his senses, centre him, and bring him back to earth. David chooses to walk from

here to there, cycle from here to there, row from here to there, neither the beginning nor the

end of the journey important. He carries almost nothing, a bit of something tied to some

branches is the roof over his head, and his few belongings, rolled up, his pillow. And his days



and weeks and months unfold, each sunrise bearing the promise of chance encounters with

complete strangers whose paths cross his, with the denizens of the wild - every new day a

complete unknown.Who among us has his incredible courage to call time out on the daily

demands, the endless lists of To-do’s - leave routine behind, just walk away, to enrich our lives

in ways we don’t even dream about they’re that far from attainment? David learnt at a most

tender age where calm could best be found, and the African bush became his lifelong true

home. It’s in these wild places he found peace and reconciliation with his demons. It’s here he

learnt some of life’s challenges can be far greater than one’s ability to easily overcome them –

and sometimes discretion is the greater part of valour.It’s here he developed his humble

appreciation of and great respect for all wildlife, all nature, that he so graciously extends to his

fellow humans. His title for this book, ‘Learning from Elephants’, so aptly describes David – he

truly has spent his years learning from the tiny ant to the mighty elephant. His previous twenty

books chronicle a life that can only be described as unique. Each of his journeys, at times hair-

raisingly hazardous, at times blissful in their tranquillity, has been chockful of life. I take my hat

off to him for attempting to convey, through countless experiences distilled into serious books

and collections of anecdotes, the quietude, the joy, the self-knowledge, that can be found in

one of the world’s last wild places. David thinks he’s poor, but when I look at him, I see the

wealthiest man I know.With seventy odd years of vast personal experience David is sensitive to

the human animal conflict and committed to the realistic and pragmatic actions required to

maintain the delicate balance of nature in Africa’s swiftly diminishing bush. We who live here

alongside the wildlife - both flora and fauna - understand and appreciate the harsh realities. He

knows every side of every story, and he’s right.John SharpSafari Operator, Professional

Hunterand Author.Prologue(Dead Before My Time)‘It is with deep regret that we announce the

accidental death of C/Insp 8693 David Lemon. Further details will be announced when

available.’It is difficult to explain just how I felt when reading that. I knew I was not dead, but the

words hit me hard and quite took the wind out of me. The notice went on to record the dates of

my service with the British South Africa Police and the fact that I had served as commander of

Charlie Troop for three and a half years. The fact that it was all correct apart from my death,

really did not help.I was in Cornwall at the time and the drama had begun when my daughter,

Deborah telephoned to see whether I was alright.“Of course I am Babe,” was my glib reply.

“Why shouldn’t I be? I am on holiday dammit!”“Your regimental association have just

announced on Facebook that you have died,” she told me seriously. “Perhaps you had better

get on to them and get that corrected?”Ten minutes later I was talking to my old friend, Barry

Woan in Natal. Barry was in charge of the Regimental Association in that part of the world and

responsible for the report of my untimely demise. My name must have appeared on the screen

of his phone because his voice was noticeably hesitant when he answered.“Hello,” there was

little of the usual Woan bellow to be heard.“Barry, it is me and I am very much alive,” I told him

firmly. “Where on earth did you get that nonsense from?”“Jeepers!” He muttered fervently. “It

came to us from the UK branch so how they heard it, I don’t know. I will get the notice removed

immediately.”Having exchanged pleasantries with Barry and left him to get on with things, I

signed into Facebook myself. I could not help but paraphrase the immortal words of Ernest

Hemingway.‘For those who have heard the news, I would like to point out that rumours of my

death have been greatly exaggerated. I am very much alive and well.’Honour satisfied, I read

through the many comments that had been written at the end of Barry’s post. They were very

complimentary and it was nice to know that most people – those who wrote at any rate – liked

and respected me.One of the most touching comments came from Duncan Paul. We had

served in the Support Unit at the same time back in the late seventies, but I could not



remember meeting him in the flesh. Duncan had gone on to make a considerable name for

himself as a polar explorer and adventurer. He had given me a lot of helpful advice when I tried

kayaking on Lake Kariba and although we still had not met, we had exchanged a number of

friendly letters and he wrote a foreword to my book, ‘Crocodiles Around My Kayak’. Of all the

comments I read on that ill-timed Facebook page, his was the one that I will always

remember.‘A brave adventurer leaves us,’ he wrote, ‘but his indomitable spirit will be back on

the river that he loved – the Mighty Zambezi.’I enjoyed that and if perchance you are reading

this Duncan – we really must get together for a beer.I did eventually receive a grudging

apology from the UK branch of the BSAP Regimental Association. They claimed that another

David Lemon had died and they ‘thought it was me.’Needless to say, I have had little to do with

the Association since that unfortunate incident, but so many people have urged me to write

about my life and if nothing else, it gave me a wonderful start to any such book.An

autobiography that begins with the death of the author surely can’t be bad!CHAPTER

ONE(Elephant Encounters)It was a moment of bushveld magic.Afternoons in the Zambezi

Valley are invariably hot, sweaty and uncomfortable. Animals rest in the shade and the few

human inhabitants of the Valley retire to their safari camps, tents or mud huts to sleep away the

hot hours.Only elephant move and sitting with my back to a large acacia albida tree, I could

hear their leisurely approach through the bush behind me. A growling throat rumble told me

that they were aware of my presence, but it was too hot to move so I stayed where I was and

waited for them to come down to the river.A breaking branch cracked through the silence and

the family matriarch emerged from the trees to study me carefully. Her trunk searched the air,

but she must have been satisfied that I posed no threat. Slowly she turned away from me and

helped herself to a few leaves from a nearby branch.I could hear other elephant moving around

behind me, but there was no wind and although I was open to their view, I did not feel in any

way threatened. The matriarch rumbled again and it was then that I saw the baby.The little

beast could not have been more than two days old. He was covered in wisps of reddish-brown

hair and there were patches of pink skin on his face and behind his ears. He was butting

against the matriarch’s rear legs but she ignored him and he looked around for something else

to do. That was when he caught sight of me.Making a little whickering noise in his throat, the

baby trundled across to investigate this strange new animal and I looked around for a

convenient tree. The matriarch looked extremely big from my seat on the ground and she might

not like the thought of her offspring getting familiar with a member of the human race. She was

too close to make a hurried escape feasible however and I sat as quietly as I could while the

baby trotted up.He or she – the baby was too small to tell – stopped directly in front of me and

from the corner of my eye, I could see that the matriarch had turned to see what was going on.

She stayed where she was however and I held my breath as a soft, pink-tipped trunk snaked

out towards my face. I could smell the little animal and it was the smell of any baby – sweet,

warm and infinitely delightful. Feather-light, that wandering trunk touched my cheek and I could

hear the baby sniffing in his efforts to identify me. Gently and totally without malice, those

delicate lips roamed across my face, taking in my nose, my eyes and even wandering around

to investigate my ears and the back of my neck. I held my breath for fear of ending the intimate

examination.Feeling the trunk tip on my lips, I was tempted to kiss the little creature with a

great big ‘mwah,’ but that would probably have spoiled the moment and sent it running away so

I stifled the thought.The entire examination could not have taken more than a few seconds, but

to me, it seemed to go on forever without going on for long enough. For those few moments, I

was truly one with a wild creature. The baby elephant did not know what I was but he had no

fear and knew that I was not afraid of him.Regrettably, the moment could not last. Withdrawing



that investigative trunk, the baby suddenly turned and hurried back to his still watching dam.

Running up to her, he stuck the tip of his trunk into her mouth. Like many mammals, elephants

have what is known as a Jacobsen’s organ in the roof of the mouth. It is used for discerning

and identifying individual scents and I had no doubt that the baby was asking his mother what I

was. I watched carefully in case her reaction was unfavourable and although I was probably

imagining it, I felt sure that she was looking at me when she rumbled gently to her offspring. I

could only imagine what she was saying.“It is only a man, Baby. We try to avoid them wherever

possible because they are dangerous creatures.”For a few tense seconds there was complete

silence among the trees. It was almost as if the rest of the family were also waiting on the

matriarch’s view of the stranger amongst them. To my intense relief, she was in benevolent

mood and after a reflective pause, wandered slowly past me, her head swinging gently and the

baby back in place, tucked behind her rear legs.Moments later, the elephant family had

disappeared and I was left with the knowledge that I had been part of an incredible moment in

the African bush.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~That wonderful meeting occurred in a small photographic

safari concession in the lower Zambezi Valley. ‘Chikwenya’ means ‘place of scratching’ in the

Chitonga language and it is said that the concession was so named in honour of the last Tonga

Chief in the area. I prefer to believe that the name comes from the many tree trunks around the

camp that have been worn smooth by the contented bottom-scratching of wandering elephants

and in days regrettably long past, black rhinoceros.Chikwenya is justly famous for its large

elephant population and I was there on a caretaker basis through a number of rainy seasons. It

provided me with a wonderful opportunity to experience the comfort of a roof over my head and

regular meals while still enjoying a close relationship with the local elephants and other wildlife.

The camp nestles in the confluence of the Zambezi River and the seasonal Sapi and over the

years, it seems to have become a major meeting place for elephants crossing the Zambezi

itself. Perhaps they get together in order to discuss prevailing conditions in known crossing

places? I do not know but on occasion I have seen up to four hundred elephants clustered in a

small area behind the camp and it is obvious that they are engaged in serious group

discussions.Initially I was nervous about walking among the assembled animals, but soon

discovered that provided I made no untoward or sudden movement, they would tolerate my

presence and generally ignore me.My encounters with elephant in this enchanted part of Africa

were not always happy occasions, however. Africa is a continent of tragedy and I met up with

more than my fair share. I watched another baby sicken and die for no discernible reason,

leaving the obviously heartbroken mother to keep guard over the body for days before she was

gently ushered away by other members of her family.I watched fights between bulls in musth

and came across the body of one such behemoth that had died from a tusk thrust through its

heart. I also watched an elephant starve to death and that had a considerable effect on my

enjoyment of the area.I met up with the bull in a deep gully leading down to the river. We were

travelling in opposite directions and one of us was going to have to give way, so I prepared

myself for a cautious retreat. He looked enormous from where I was standing and the fishing

rod in my hand felt horribly inadequate.Even as I took the first backward step, the elephant let

me know that he did not want me in his space. As he shook his head in annoyance, mighty

ears cracked like a pistol shot in the evening stillness. Carefully feeling the ground behind me

with my foot, I took another step, waiting for him to start the normal shuffling mock charge in

my direction. With less than ten metres between us, I had to hope that it really was going to be

a bluff.This elephant had no intention of charging however, even though he wanted me to move

away. Much to my amazement, he started a strange sort of rocking dance, shifting his weight

from his rear feet to the front ones and back again, looking somehow pathetic as he did so. I



paused in my retreat to watch him.There was no aggression in the movement. It was almost as

though he did not know what to do and was desperately racking his brain for some way to

frighten me off. Curious as to his reaction, I took a cautious step forward and the rocking

increased. Eventually deciding that discretion was called for, I reversed out of the gully and it

was only when I had moved around and was looking down on the elephant that I realised his

problem.He had a major injury to one leg. The right rear limb was badly swollen around the

knee and was obviously causing him considerable pain. I wondered what had caused the

injury. Although they are remarkably sure-footed for their size, accidents will happen and it was

quite possible that this fellow had fallen somewhere and torn muscles or ligaments – possibly

even broken a bone. If that was the case, he was in serious trouble.Any elephant is a miracle of

anatomical design, but if there is one flaw in their construction, it is in the way their knees are

formed. Because elephant cannot jump and have a curious, shuffling way of running, many

people believe that they don’t have proper knees. That is not the case. Their knee joints are

constructed in the same fashion as ours, but the patella is in a slightly different position and

both ligaments and tendons are infinitely stronger and arranged tightly across the bone.This is

understandable, as all four limbs need to be substantial and solid to support that awesome

bulk, but the design leads to a marked lack of flexibility. In order to walk at all, elephant need to

have their weight on three legs at a time. If one limb is immobilised, as was the case with this

fellow, merely walking was going to prove extremely difficult and painful.I could understand why

he had not bothered with seeing me off. My puny presence would certainly not have been

worth the pain involved in even a mock charge.Resolving to fish somewhere else and keep an

eye on the injured pachyderm the following day, I left him to his pain. Africa is full of such

tragedies and I was not overly worried at that stage.Out early the following morning, I walked

back to the gully, armed with a pair of binoculars so that I could examine that leg in more detail

without risking a charge. I was curious to know what had caused the injury, although there was

little I could do about it. I was alone in a vast expanse of bush and the nearest vet was well out

of reach and would not have come to work in a national park. Those who run such places insist

that Nature be allowed to take its course when animals are sick or injured. I can vaguely

understand why this should be but it can prove heart breaking.The gully was empty when I

arrived and I hoped the young bull was feeling better after a good night and had made his way

inland to feed. Feeling considerable relief, I was turning away from the river when I spotted a

curious object in midstream. It was the tip of the elephant’s trunk and he was obviously using it

as a periscope.It was all I could see of the elephant and the ‘fingers’ on the end of the trunk

turned this way and that as he searched the breeze. Even through the dawn chorus of guinea

fowl, francolin and distant ground hornbill, I could hear his stertorous breathing. This worried

me, as I had never seen an elephant immerse itself so completely except in the course of play

and this chap certainly was not playing. There was nothing I could do to help however and I left

him to it.I kept thinking about that elephant though and as evening shadows lengthened and

daylight faded into the forest, I walked out from camp with a bottle of beer for my evening

‘sundowner.’ Once again, the gully was empty and I soon spotted the elephant in the river. He

was in shallower water this time and I relaxed a little. The cold water obviously eased the pain

of his leg and he was taking advantage of the river, so I sat down on the bank and talked

quietly to him while I drank my beer.At the sound of my voice, the sinuous trunk rose in the air

to check me out, but he quickly relaxed again, probably deciding that I was merely a harmless

lunatic. As I sat there burbling, another problem occurred to me. We were at the end of a long

winter and the rains were overdue. Looking around, all I could see was bare earth and huge

acacia trees. There was no grass or foliage available for the big fellow to feed on. Half a



kilometre or so from the river was a small copse of scrub, but half a kilometre for a three-

legged elephant was likely to prove a major journey. Nor was there any way that he would be

able to put his weight on those rear legs in order to lift himself to feed in the acacia branches. I

wondered how he would cope.I checked the bull again the following morning and once again

included him in my evening sundowner session. It developed into a daily ritual and I not only

enjoyed the regular walks but felt greatly privileged to be able to sit close to a wild elephant

each evening and hold long and serious – albeit one-sided – conversations with such a

wonderful creature.What the elephant thought about my presence, I will never know, but I like

to think that I gave him some comfort in his last days.Because although I did not realise it at

first, that elephant was dying. In choosing the river to cool the pain of his injury, he was not

able to eat and eventually became too weak to walk to the mopani copse, even had the pain of

his injury not prevented him from doing so. Each time I came out to visit, he looked visibly

thinner and the cheery tone of my early conversations became ever more difficult to keep up.At

first, I would throw leafy branches into the water just upstream, but he ignored them as they

drifted past. Even when one lodged against his head or tusks, he merely shook it free. On a

couple of occasions, I piled foliage beside him on the bank, but it remained uneaten when I

returned and I eventually gave up my feeble efforts to help. He would do as he wished and

there was nothing, I could do about it.One evening, I was sitting sadly beside the ailing bull

when he visibly tensed and I looked around to see what had worried him. It did not take me

long to spot a small family of elephant approaching through the trees. They were obviously in a

hurry, probably on their way to drink in the river. There were a number of small, cheerfully

squealing calves among them and I waited to see what they would do.Although deep, the gully

was a natural route to the water and its sides and floor had been worn smooth by the feet of

countless elephant families over the years. The matriarch of this little bunch obviously knew it

well as she hurried through the trees on a direct line to its entrance. Sitting with my back to a

big tree, I sat still and wondered how the newcomers would help the stricken bull in the

river.She was thirty metres from the gully when the matriarch came to an abrupt halt. Holding

her head high, she tested the air with her trunk then shook her head in that age-old gesture of

anger. Mighty ears cracked like sails in a high wind and I wondered why she was so agitated.

She must have caught the scent of the injured bull and that would surely bring her down to

investigate and proffer assistance if she could. Elephant are like that and there have been

innumerable recorded cases of them helping each other in times of stress or injury.Not this

time however. I do not know what message that matriarch read in the breeze, but with a

determined shriek, she gathered her brood together and made a hurried and very obvious

detour around the mouth of the gully, swiftly disappearing among the trees.“Looks like we are

on our own, My Friend.” I told the half-submerged animal below my perch and I could almost

have sworn that his eyes looked ineffably sad.After ten days of steady deterioration in the

elephant’s condition, I was almost relieved whenever I arrived to find the bull completely

submerged. When any part of him was visible, it was heart breaking to see how the flesh had

fallen away from those massive bones. His face seemed to have sunk in on itself, great caverns

beneath the eyes replacing the chubby cheeks of a normal elephant. I came to dread my

evening visits, but it seemed that I had set a precedent and I felt obliged to keep them up and

keep the tone of my chatter as light as possible. It was like visiting a dying friend in hospital,

knowing that there was nothing I could do to help, apart from just being there.It took that great

beast three weeks to die. For him, they were weeks of intense pain and distress. Very

occasionally I would see him on the riverbank and it was pitiful to watch his hobbling progress.

The slope of the gully soon became too much for him to surmount and he would stand forlornly



by the river, trembling visibly from the effort of pulling himself from the water. I should really

have put him out of his misery, but that would have landed me in trouble had I been caught.

The legality of my actions in the lower Zambezi Valley seldom worried me in those days but I

had always sworn I could never kill an elephant and the thought of shooting him appalled

me.Eventually I had no choice. Coming out from camp one morning, I passed two slope-

backed hyenas hurrying toward the gully and as I came closer, I could hear others of their kind

yelping and whimpering in high excitement. In my heart I knew what I was going to find, but the

scene that met my eyes was even more poignant than I had expected.The bull was out of the

water but had fallen to his knees in his attempts to climb the slope of the gully. He was a

terrible sight to behold. I had almost grown accustomed to the devastation of his ravaged face,

but every bone in his body was starkly outlined beneath the skin. Great ribs jutted from his

sides and that mighty spine stood proud, twelve centimetres or more above his back. Days of

water action seemed to have leeched the pigment from his skin and in places he was a

curious, speckled white. His eyes were open and I could see deep tear runnels down the sides

of his face. It was all too much for me.National Park or not, those hyenas were not going to tear

‘my’ elephant apart. They knew that the bull was dying and although they stayed well back and

watched from a distance, it would not be long before one animal, braver than the rest darted in

to nip at the fallen pachyderm. That would bring the rest of them in and the dying beast would

be torn to pieces within minutes. After all he had already suffered, I could not allow

that.Running back to camp, I grabbed the only available firearm, a Lee Enfield .303 rifle left

over from one of the world wars. Levering a round into the chamber, I sprinted all the way back.

By the time I reached the gully, the hyenas were considerably closer to the fallen elephant.

They did not run away as I approached, but ignoring them, I ran up to the swaying bull and put

a bullet through his ear.The .303 rifle might have won two world wars, but it is not

recommended for elephant hunting. In normal circumstances, it does not have the striking

power to drop the great beasts. On this occasion though, the elephant was dying. His strength

was almost gone and I think he had given up on life altogether. He could have killed me when I

ran up to him but his eyes were sad and gentle as they watched me approach. At my shot, he

seemed to sigh, remained perfectly still for a moment, then rolled over on to his side. He was

dead and I was suddenly aware of the stink of putrefaction from his rear leg.Curious, I

crouched beside the carcass and examined the injured limb. The flesh behind the knee was

green, rotten and swollen to an obscene size. Swallowing mounting nausea, I probed at the

smelly mass of tissue with a hunting knife and I do not suppose I was overly surprised when

my blade encountered a solid object that turned out to be a heavy calibre bullet, deep in the

rotten flesh. For long moments, bitterness welled in my soul and rocking back on my heels, I

called curses down on the head of the careless hunter who had condemned this wonderful

animal to a protracted and painful death.The irony of that death was that the hunter in question

probably did not even know that he had hit anything. The tusks on ‘my’ elephant were too small

to make him a worthwhile target so it was entirely possible that he had been laid low by a

ricocheting bullet or one that missed the animal at which it was aimed.That death was a terrible

tragedy, but the time I spent with the Chikwenya elephants was truly memorable. Wandering

alone among them day after day, I came to know them and be known by them. They tolerated

my presence and allowed me to approach without fear. With their gentleness, dignity and

innate common sense, they knew that I meant them no harm and therefore was no threat so

they seemed to go out of their way to make my days interesting.I returned to Chikwenya during

successive rainy seasons and my first task was always to wander the concession, checking up

on old friends and seeing just how many were still around. It was always a wonderful feeling to



be recognised by individuals. I would hear those friendly rumbles and feel that I was truly back

at home. This was where I belonged and with every visit, I built up a store of memories that

have lasted me into my dotage.CHAPTER TWO(The Place of Scratching)My first night in

Chikwenya was certainly a memorable one. The camp belonged to the Zimbabwe Sun

corporation and fell under the auspices and control of the Fothergill Island resort on Lake

Kariba. My son Brian was the general manager at Fothergill and whenever I paid a visit to the

island, I badgered him to let me stay in Chikwenya during the rainy season. That was when

roads in the Zambezi Valley became impassable and the camp closed down for cleaning and

refurbishment.It would be the ideal spot to hibernate for a few months and concentrate on my

writing, but although he was sympathetic to my arguments, Brian was always adamant.“I can’t

do it Dad.” He would tell me sadly. “Head Office would never allow it. If anything happened to

you, there would be hell to pay.”Then came the afternoon when I was drinking tea in Brian’s

office and Joyce Jewell, the Manageress at Chikwenya bustled in.“I need help Brian.” She

began after greeting me perfunctorily. “With only a week to go of the season, the guides are

slacking off and we still have bookings. I am off on holiday as you know so I need a responsible

adult to control things while I am away.”Brian looked at me and I looked at Brian. We both

smiled.“I know just the person.” My son said cheerfully and so it was arranged. The next day I

found myself in a light aircraft with Joyce and a German couple who were out on holiday. Our

destination was Chikwenya.Landing at the little bush airstrip that I would later come to know so

well, we were driven into camp by one of the guides. On the way we saw kudu, impala and

waterbuck in fairly large numbers and just outside the camp itself, a crusty old dagga boy

blocked the road and swung massive horns menacingly in our direction. The guide hammered

on the door with one hand and with an almost audible sniff of disdain, the buffalo bull moved

deliberately away.I spent much of the day with Joyce, looking over the camp and learning

exactly what my duties would be for the last ten days of the season. It was at dinner that

evening that the dramas began.In those days, the dining room at Chikwenya was an open air

clearing beneath giant Natal mahogany (Trichelia emetica) trees that acted as a sort of ceiling.

Diners looked out across the mighty Zambezi and to one side was the seasonal Sapi River that

only starts to flow once the rains are well established. The ‘room’ itself had two long tables,

cemented into place with refectory benches on either side. Canvas chairs were arranged in a

long line overlooking the Zambezi and a circular fireplace was cemented into the sand. A

concrete barbecue stand and a bar occupied one corner of the clearing and the furnishings

were completed with two large paraffin deep freezes which murmured happily to themselves as

we finished our sundowners and moved to the dining tables. Joyce took the centre place at one

table and I did the same at the other.It was a glorious evening with millions of stars lighting up

the night sky and as we sat down, we could hear the murmuring of lions moving around in the

sandy bed of the Sapi. There were eight guests in camp and they, together with Joyce, four

guides and I formed a convivial evening gathering. An almost full moon bathed the Zambezi in

silver light and the sounds of the lions grew closer as the first course was served.Obviously at

the urging of a client, one of the guides, Brad Fouche rose from his seat and moved to the

edge of the dining room with a couple of people. From there, he shone a big flashlight down

into the sandy river bed.As I mentioned previously, we were at the end of a long tourist season

and I have no doubt that the lions were heartily sick of being stared at, photographed and

discussed by a succession of visitors. Despite its rusticity, Chikwenya at the time was the most

expensive bush lodge in Zimbabwe, but it was always full and that season had been no

exception. I am sure that the local wildlife had endured more than their fill of gawping tourists

and their guides.Whatever the reason though, the night suddenly erupted into mayhem. Three



lionesses charged into the dining room, racing past Brad and his companions as if they did not

exist. I was stuck in the middle of the bench and could not move, but I was aware of people

screaming and diving for the dubious cover of the deep freezes. The sound of angry lions

mingled with the terrified shrieks of the guests and I suppose it must have been thrilling to

behold – from a distance.I was vaguely aware of dust and sand flying up from those plate-like

feet and in the muted glow of generator-powered wall lamps was only too conscious that the

lionesses all had their mouths open and were heading at breakneck speed for the dining

tables.A plate of food had been placed in front of me only moments previously and having no

other weapon to hand, I instinctively threw it at the nearest lioness. Whether I hit her or not, I

did not know but I frantically scrambled for any other item of crockery I could lay my hands on.

There was no shortage of ammunition and I could see plates flying from other people.The

pandemonium came to an abrupt end when one of the guides ran to his truck for his rifle and

fired two shots into the air. The lionesses turned and bolted for the safety of the river bed and I

let out my breath in a great big whoosh. I looked across at Joyce and smiled.“Is it always like

this?” I mouthed and somewhat ruefully, she shook her head.Guests and waiters were pulling

themselves out from behind the deep freezes and I concentrated on cajoling them back to the

tables.“They have gone now,” I kept my voice as level as possible. “The waiters will bring more

food and the lions won’t be back.”Everyone sat down somewhat gingerly and conversation

resumed at a somewhat higher pitch than usual. I was not sure what to think about it all. I had

encountered many lions over the years and while no expert, considered that I knew quite a bit

about them but this was entirely new to me.Behind me, waiters duly appeared with more food

but they were huddled very close together as they traversed the path from the kitchen to the

dining room. They too spoke loudly to each other, obviously hoping to keep the lions away with

noise.Everyone was on edge and mere moments after people recommenced their meal, the

lions were back. All three of them boiled out of the river bed, mouths gaping and dust flying

from their pounding feet. The noise was horrendous and once again, people were diving for the

shelter of the deep freezes.Fortunately perhaps, I did not need to throw my second plate of

food at the intruders. Another two shots rang out and once again the lions bolted. Slowly – ever

so slowly – peace returned to Chikwenya and we were all able to finish an excellent meal with

at least one incredible incident to store away in the memory bank. I have spent time in many

safari lodges before and since that night, but I have never experienced anything like it, nor do I

know anyone else who has been through such an experience.Lions do not do that, whatever

the provocation – but they did!Among the guests checking out the following morning was a

honeymoon couple from Nantes in Northern France. I had been to Nantes so we had enjoyed

an interesting conversation the day before. When they came to write in the Visitors Book, their

entry ran very like this.‘We have been all over Africa on this trip but what we will remember the

most is David’s comment that “they won’t be back.”’So if nothing else, I have become part of

the written history of The Place of Scratching.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I had other encounters with

lions during my Chikwenya stints. For a while two big males took to hanging around the camp,

occasionally wandering into the dining room or between the chalets, but more often than not,

just lying idly in the sandy bed of the Sapi. Neither of them was a particularly good looking

animal, but I found their presence curiously soothing. Living in harmony with wild lions and

encountering them from time to time makes a person feel that they are very close to the natural

heart of Africa.Brian had loaned me an old .303 rifle as some sort of protection during my stay

although what I could do with it in the circumstances, I was not sure. I was not entitled to carry

firearms in that area but when the male lions were around, I took to walking with it.The rifle

was a survivor of one or other world war and had been reconditioned by my old friend, Lofty



McClagen. While I was still in the police force a load of them had come up for sale at the

ridiculous price of five dollars apiece. I did not need or want one but I mentioned the sale to

Brian and he did, so I duly bought one of the weapons. Lofty had done a wonderful job of

restoring what in its day was a wonderful weapon and I must admit that it felt good to carry it

on my walks around the Chikwenya concession. Perhaps it made me feel like a genuine white

hunter and that rather appealed to the overgrown boy in me.On one occasion I had walked a

considerable way up the Sapi when I spotted the spoor of the two big lions clearly outlined in

the sand. They were also walking up the river bed and I moved on very cautiously. I did not

want to bump into them, even though they had shown no hint of aggression while wandering

around the camp.At one point, the lion tracks led directly into a dense thicket of trees and

undergrowth where they had obviously gone to escape the blistering heat of the sun. I eyed

this, trying to get a glimpse of the pair but the vegetation was too thick. I thought about turning

back but I wanted to see some spectacular cliffs I had been told about further upstream.

Hesitating for a moment, I cautiously cocked the rifle and applied the safety catch before

moving slowly past the thicket in which the lions probably lay.It was a little nerve-wracking and I

could imagine four large eyes hungrily watching my progress, but nothing happened and I

eventually reached the awe-inspiring cliffs.On my way back, I carefully skirted the dark thicket

again, my finger hovering close to the rifle trigger but again, nothing happened. I wandered

back to camp, having thoroughly enjoyed my walk and my first action was to clear the old rifle. I

duly pulled back the cocking handle and to my horror, there was no round in the chamber. I had

distinctly felt the rifle cock when I originally worked the lever, but for some reason, it had not

picked up a round as it ought to have.A few weeks later, I mentioned the incident to Brian and

he laughed.“It sometimes does that,” he told me. “I meant to warn you about it. You just have to

check that it has worked whenever you cock the weapon.”I was just thankful that I had not

known I was walking past two large male lions with an empty rifle. That might well have spoiled

my afternoon.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~There was one other semi-permanent resident of Chikwenya

and that was a male honey badger (Mellivora capensis) that the guides had christened

Desmond. Every night, this little brute would visit the kitchen and toss things around in his

search for food. Fortunately, the pantry itself was barricaded against his depredations but he

made repeated efforts to break his way in and it was a constant battle to repair the damage he

caused with his long powerful claws.Honey badgers or ratels as they are sometimes called are

not badgers at all. A species on their own, they are more like overblown weasels than badgers

but they are immensely powerful and afraid of nothing. They have been known to chase young

lions off their kills and will fearlessly stand up to even the largest of the big cats. Their skin is

very thick and so loose that if they are grabbed by a leopard or lion, they can twist inside their

skin and bite the attacker quite severely.Their name derives from their liking for honey and they

seem impervious to bee stings when raiding a hive. They also seem immune to snake bites

and when bitten, even by snakes as venomous as the puff adder or cobra, will merely sleep off

the effects and be right as rain within a day or two.Needless to say, they do not like people and

although Desmond would allow me to watch his destructive efforts, if I went too close, he would

warn me off with blood curdling growls. Occasionally he would be accompanied by a female,

the guides had christened Myra but he was usually alone and we learned to tolerate each

other.Desmond came to an unfortunate end while I was in residence, but more of that later. All

in all, he was a fascinating little character and I count myself rarely privileged to have been

allowed to get to know him.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~During my stints at Chikwenya, I occupied the

manager’s house which consisted of two concrete rondavels set on either side of a giant

leadwood tree. Above them was a wooden bedroom on stilts made from huge logs, giving it the



impression of being a tree house. The whole thing was at least three metres off the ground and

I could only assume it had been built like that to be above the menace of mosquitoes. If so, it

did not quite work although the mossies only became a real nuisance when the rains had been

going a while. Chicken-wire windows looked out across the Sapi and the only protection from

the elements was provided by canvas blinds that could be drawn down across the window.The

bedroom was reached by climbing a rustic-looking ladder and although there was a lounge of

sorts in one rondavel, the ground floor space was used as a repository for furniture that could

not be stored or used elsewhere. There was a toilet downstairs and a basin with running water

in the bedroom but the whole set up was somewhat primitive – exactly as I like it.The main

camp was a hundred and fifty metres away and reached by a narrow path that ran parallel to

the Sapi itself. The path passed close to a wide area of tough vetevaria, known in these parts

as adrenalin grass and this had seen its share of tragedy over the years. My friend Uri de

Voronin had been a guide in Chikwenya when he was killed by an elephant in the grass and as

a toddler, John Stevens’ daughter, Briar had been badly bitten in the back by a lion while

wandering in the grassy area.Thus it was that on dark nights I tended to use a land rover to get

me to and from the camp for dinner. This little trip did occasionally produce surprises. Hippo

enjoyed the tough grass and often refused to move when my lights bore down on them. That

was not a problem at the start of the rains, but as showers and storms became more frequent,

a detour through the vetevaria became impossible due to the risk of bogging down.I often

surprised lions using the path as a convenient roadway and on one occasion I arrived home to

discover a large lioness comfortably sleeping on an old dining table at the foot of my entrance

ladder. I had no idea what to do. She looked up at my approach then promptly fell asleep again.

Even with a goodly amount of Merlot inside me, I was not going to try and sneak past her,

particularly as where there was one lioness, there were likely to be others.I switched off the

headlights and remained in the truck for a while but when I switched them on again, she was

still there and showing no inclination to move. Mosquitoes whined around my head and

somewhat irritably, I pressed the hooter button, disturbing the peaceful ambience of the African

night. That did not work either but suddenly the lady stood up, yawned and jumped down from

the table. She padded softly toward me and as she walked past the vehicle, I could have sworn

she wore a smug smirk on her face.I was extremely relieved to climb the ladder and retire to

my bed.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hyenas could be a problem in Chikwenya and as was the case

with Desmond the honey badger, it was not a good idea to leave anything edible or even semi

edible around after dark.The spotted hyena (Crocuta crocuta) is an unlovely animal by any

standards but it receives a very bad and largely undeserved press. Most people regard hyenas

as cowardly scavengers who prey on the weak and defenceless, but in reality, the animal is a

highly efficient hunter in its own right and will cheerfully stand up to lions and even drive them

off a kill if it has enough support from its own kind.In days gone by – and I am sure it still goes

on – rural tribesmen would leave their old and infirm citizens out in the bush to be disposed of

by hyenas and this has led to the beast being regarded as a devilish figure in African

mythology. In addition to its corpse-disposal activities, Crocuta has a reputation for taking bites

out of sleeping people and although it has never actually happened to me, I was frightened in

similar circumstances on one occasion but I will go into that later. However, I have met up with

horribly scarred tribesmen who have had parts of their face ripped off by these nocturnal

marauders.Slope-backed and powerful, Bere the hyena is not a good looking creature and

many people think of the animal as bisexual or a hermaphrodite but this is not the case. The

belief is based somewhat loosely on the fact that the female clitoris is unusually developed so

that it resembles the penis of the male. It also has a couple of fibrous tissue swellings between



its hind legs that resemble a scrotum and testicles.In fact, the genders are separate but the

female is more powerfully built than the male and their society is matriarchal with the ladies

being the most active hunters.For me though, it is the hyena’s whooping call that comforts me

and lets me know that I am back in the bush. Yes, they have a variety of calls and are

sometimes referred to as laughing hyenas, but those cackling ‘laughs’ tend to chill the blood

whereas the long drawn out ‘who-oop’ that rolls through the night is for me, better than a

sleeping tablet. I am home in the countryside I love and Bere, bless him is welcoming me

back.There are other welcoming night sounds too. From the trill of the little Skops owl and the

fluting calls of various nightjars to the rasping cough of the leopard and the hysterical

yammering of foraging jackals. And of course the air-displacing roars of prowling lions. Their

roars can be heard up to eight kilometres away and when they are close, can literally be ‘felt,’

but to me they are merely part of the Africa I love. Bere is not the only one who welcomes me

back to the wild places.I can well remember the evening when I was standing on the edge of

the dining room gazing out over the Zambezi while I waited for dinner. Admittedly, I was lost in

admiration of the magnificence in front of me but the first time I realised that I had company

was when I smelt my guest. It was a raw, rancid stench that tugged at the nostrils and when I

looked around to see what was causing it, I found a big female hyena sitting on the ground

beside me like a large and friendly dog. I had neither seen nor heard her arrive but she

seemed quite happy to share the view with me and though I did edge away from her, it was

more to get away from the smell than through any sense of fear. She seemed eminently

friendly and I was disappointed when she grew fed up with our shared view of the river and

padded away into the darkness.On another occasion, one hyena – possibly the same one –

managed to get into a kitchen storeroom and walked off with a large metal dish that we later

discovered badly chewed in the bed of the Sapi a couple of hundred metres from camp.But

possibly the worst of the hyena damage that occurred while I was in camp – deeply resented

by myself – was when my favourite hat disappeared. It was a leather hat, bought in Botswana

and I was very fond of it but some curious and possibly hungry bere had found it and scoffed

the whole thing, hat strap and all.After that I took to checking everything in camp before retiring

to bed and fortunately, I had another hat.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I had the use of three camp

vehicles for most of my time at Chikwenya. There were two almost new, touristy-type land rover

Defenders, fitted out with bench seats in the rear for comfortable game viewing, but I preferred

the camp runabout, a sawn-off, series two land rover that had seen better days and looked the

part. Ostensibly green, the vehicle was pitted with rust and silver scrapes where it had

obviously bounced off trees and banks in the course of its travels.
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